The Figure of a Pig, with a Head, Face, Hands, and Feet of a Man.
The Effigies of Bernard the Hermit housed in his Shell.

Source citation: The Works of that Famous Chirurgeon Ambrose Parey, 1678
SxUniversityRareBooks/784 – Parey
Held in the University of Sussex Rare Books Collection, by University of Sussex Special Collections, at The Keep
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The Figure of a Monster like a Dog, but with a Head like a Bird.

Source citation: The Works of that Famous Chirurgeon Ambrose Parey, 1678
SxUniversityRareBooks/784 – Parey
Held in the University of Sussex Rare Books Collection, by University of Sussex Special Collections, at The Keep
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The Figure of a Pig, with a Head, Face, Hands, and Feet of a Man.
The form of an Hand made artificially of Iron.

This Figure sheweth the back-side of an Hand artificially made, and so that it may be tied to the arm or sleeve.

Source citation: The Works of that Famous Chirurgeon Ambrose Parey, 1678
SxUniversityRareBooks/784 – Parey
Held in the University of Sussex Rare Books Collection, by University of Sussex Special Collections, at The Keep
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